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Economists at central banks and in academia have made various efforts to measure
potential growth, something that cannot be observed directly. This review introduces
some of these estimation techniques and applies them to the Japanese data. The
estimates of the potential growth rate can differ considerably, depending on the methods
used; all of these estimates are subject to substantial errors; and the reliability of the
estimates is severely hampered whenever turbulence is rife in the economy. Although all
approaches introduced in this review suggest that the potential growth rate in Japan has
recently declined, significant uncertainty remains regarding the magnitude of its fall.
Substantial margins of error must be taken into account with any estimates of the
potential growth rate.
Estimating potential growth of the latest—
the most relevant for policy organizers—is
particularly problematic. With the benefit of
hindsight, we know, say, how long a marathon
runner has continued to register lackluster
records. If she had continued her poor
performance over a long period, it would be
more likely that her potential had declined. Due
to lack of this knowledge—we do not know
how she will do tomorrow—measuring her
potential today becomes much more
challenging. Likewise, potential growth of the
recent periods is more difficult to estimate than
measuring just one past performance. This is
especially so at the time when the economy
shows exceptionally large volatility, as has been
the case for the past couple of years.
In addition, the data revision causes another
problem for estimating potential growth. While
the records of a marathon runner are seldom
revised, economic data such as real GDP, on
which any estimates of potential growth are
based, are subject to substantial revision. The
revision sometimes goes back to data points
several (or more) years old. As a consequence,
the estimates of potential growth, even

1. Introduction
Potential growth, which frequently appears
in macroeconomic analyses, is notoriously
difficult to handle in practice. Much of the
difficulty arises from its measurement. Since it
is a latent variable that cannot be observed
directly, potential growth needs to be estimated
in one way or another for its measurement.
Estimating potential growth of the economy
is likened to measuring the potential of an
athlete such as a marathon runner. Her day-today performance depends not only on her
potential, but also on her physical and mental
conditions at the time. Even if she has not run
fast several times in a row, it is difficult to tell
whether her potential has declined or her
conditions at the time happened to be
subnormal. As described below, the core of
estimating potential growth lies in the
distinction between potential (a long-run trend)
and conditions (short-run oscillations mainly
incurred by business cycles). As in the case of
the marathon runner, it is very difficult to
distinguish between the two of them, despite all
the sophisticated techniques economists have
developed.
1
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including those in the deeper past, are also
1
revised substantially.
The rest of this review is structured as
followed. Section 2 briefly explains what
potential growth is at a conceptual level.
Section 3 describes how potential growth is
estimated in practice, and shines a light on it to
see what it looks like once these techniques are
applied to recent Japanese data. Section 4
discusses whether potential growth has recently
declined in Japan. Section 5 concludes the
review.

economy. In theory, if the actual real interest
rate is above (below) the equilibrium real
interest rate, it restricts (stimulates) effective
demand and hence the output gap deteriorates
(improves). The relationship, known as the IS
equation, is used for assessing the level of the
policy interest rate.

3. How to Estimate Potential Growth?
The staff at the Bank of Japan, like
researchers at other central banks and in
academia, has tried various approaches to
estimate potential growth. These approaches
can be categorized into those utilizing (1)
filtering techniques; (2) a production function;
(3) the Phillips curve; and (4) a Dynamic
Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE)
3
model. Let’s take a look at each.

2. What Is Potential Growth?
Potential growth is defined in various ways.
Indeed, no “definitive” definition of potential
growth even exists in economics. However, in
economic commentaries, it is often used as
economic growth that can be sustained over a
reasonably long run. It is also called cycleadjusted trend growth, since the effects of
business cycles may well be smoothed out in
the long run. Such growth rate plays a central
role in long-run economic projections and
policy simulations. An example can be found in
the latest IMF Article IV consultation of Japan,
in which the 1.2 percent growth rate is assumed
for the long-run simulations of the public sector
debt
sustainability.
This
1.2
percent
corresponds to the IMF staff’s estimate of the
potential growth of the Japanese economy.
Potential growth is closely related with the
output gap, which is the difference between
potential and actual outputs. It is generally
thought that potential output—the change in
which is potential growth—reflects the supply
capacity of the economy and that actual output
mainly depends on effective demand at the time.
As a consequence, the output gap reveals the
supply-demand conditions of the economy. The
larger the positive the output gap becomes, the
faster prices tend to increase, and vice versa.
This relationship, known as the Phillips curve,
makes potential growth and the output gap
indispensable for the analyses of price
developments.
Potential growth is also closely related with
the equilibrium real interest rate or the natural
2
rate of interest. It is reasonable to think that,
in the long run, the expected return from
investment projects is more or less same as the
long-run sustainable growth rate of the

(1) Filtering Approach
The filtering approach tries to estimate
potential growth from a trend derived by a
time-series analysis. Time-series data such as
real GDP is supposed to comprise a trend, cycle
components, and others:
Real GDP = Trend × Cycle × Others (an
irregular component, etc.)
“Filtering” in a time-series analysis is a
statistical method that enables researchers to
obtain a desired component (in this case, a
trend component) by filtering the original data.
A number of filtering methods have been
developed. These include, among others, a
simple one such as taking a backward moving
average, and a more sophisticated (but also
complicated) one such as applications using
frequency-domain estimation and a state-space
4
form.
All these filtering techniques presume that a
trend component must be something smooth;
they try to identify it by making an a priori
assumption on its smoothness explicitly or
implicitly. For instance, the number of averaged
periods (or the size of the window, in a
statistical jargon) needs to be specified for
taking a backward moving average. The longer
the periods are, the smoother the estimated
trend becomes, because fluctuations of
individual observations are better smoothed out.
2
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In other words, there is a smaller chance of
mixing the trend component with the cycle and
the irregular components. At the same time,
however, there is a larger chance of omitting a
turning point in the case of a sudden change in
the trend component. Graph 1 shows potential
growth obtained by the Hodrick-Prescott filter,
which is one of the most frequently used
filtering methods, with a commonly assumed
5
degree of smoothness.

structure of the economy such as a production
function, the Phillips curve, and the IS equation.

(2) Production Function Approach
The production function approach tries to
gauge the supply capacity of the economy by
estimating a production function. According to
growth accounting, which is derived from a
production function, a change in production of
the economy is the weighted average of
changes in factor inputs (such as capital and
labor) plus a contribution of total factor
productivity (TFP). Potential growth as a
change in supply capacity can be estimated
from this growth accounting using the capital
and labor inputs available at the time (instead
of actual capital and labor inputs) and the TFP.
Graph 2 presents potential growth estimated
by the production function approach. Research
and Statistics Department of the Bank of Japan
uses the estimates by this approach as a
benchmark, which are reported in the Bank of
Japan Outlook for Economic Activity and
6
Prices.

【Graph 1】 Filtering Approach
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【Graph 2】Production Function Approach
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The filtering approach is quite popular
among
practitioners
because
of
its
straightforwardness—it only requires real GDP
as an input and a simple filter like the HodrickPrescott filter, which can be easily implemented
by a standard statistical package. However, it is
quite difficult to detect the latest potential
growth by the filtering approach. Having
reliable estimates requires enough observations
not only prior to the data point, but also after it.
Furthermore, depending on an assumed
smoothness, the approach may falsely detect a
change in potential growth in the presence of
large cyclical and/or irregular movements. It
may also underestimate a change in potential
growth in the presence of an abrupt shift in the
level of potential output.
These drawbacks can be seen as a cost
associated with its straightforwardness. The
straightforwardness even enables a practitioner
to use the approach as a statistical black box
without considering the economics behind it.
However, this would mean that he does not
fully exploit available information. The other
approaches discussed below try to overcome
these difficulties by taking account of a
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The production function approach has
several advantages over the filtering approach.
First, instead of deriving a trend component of
real GDP from a statistical black box, it can
rely on richer information. For instance, it can
exploit a long-run trend of labor force, which is
relatively easy to detect, given stable
population growth. Second, it allows economic
interpretation of a change in potential growth.
Using growth accounting, the change in
potential growth is attributable to the capital
and labor inputs and the TFP.
3
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The corresponding output gap has a broadly
positive correlation with the CPI inflation rate
7
However, this may not be
in Japan.
necessarily the case, because, in contrast to the
other two approaches discussed below, the
production function approach does not
explicitly take into account the Phillips curve
relationship.
Although it relies on richer information
compared with the filtering approach, the
production function approach is not immune to
the identification problem between a long-run
trend and short-run oscillations. To obtain a
long-run trend of the TFP, the production
function approach needs to use the time-series
techniques of filtering. A change in the TFP,
commonly called the “Solow residual” after the
8
economist who first calculated this, is a
residual that cannot be ascribed to capital and
labor inputs. In other words, the TFP is
supposed to reflect anything that is not captured
by capital and labor inputs. It may include
effects of technological progress as well as
business cycles, and hence, for estimates of
potential growth, the actual TFP needs to be
filtered to obtain its trend part. This implies that
the production function approach, to a certain
degree, is subject to the same problems as the
filtering approach discussed above.

since it is required to estimate the future output
gap.
【Graph 3】Phillips Curve Approach
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The approach is not used much by
practitioners compared with the above two
approaches,
presumably
because
its
computation is technicality more demanding. In
addition, the estimated potential growth (and
the output gap) tends to be sensitive to the
specification of the Phillips curve.
Despite these caveats, the approach has
attracted some researchers. These researchers
have extended the approach so as to take into
account the IS equation in addition to the
10
Phillips curve.

(3) Phillips Curve Approach

(4) DSGE approach

The Phillips curve approach extends the
filtering approach by taking into account not
only real GDP, but also inflation. It tries to
estimate potential output so as to maximize the
9
fit of its implied output gap with inflation.
Technically, it simultaneously estimates an
equation that decomposes actual GDP to the
trend and the cycle components, and an
equation that corresponds to the Phillips curve.
Graph 3 exhibits potential growth obtained by
this approach.
It is not surprising to see that the output gap
estimated by this approach outperforms those
obtained by the above two approaches in terms
of the fit with the inflation rate. However, this
does not necessarily mean that the approach
provides better forecasts of inflation. In fact,
there is an element of circularity: if an analyst
tries to use thus estimated output gap to predict
the future course of inflation, he needs to
determine future inflation by another method,

A Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium
(DSGE)
model
is
a
theory-oriented
macroeconomic model, in which developments
of the economy are described as a general
equilibrium determined by rational forwardlooking behaviors of households and firms.
Recently, the model has gained popularity
among researchers and has been applied to
analyze various economic issues.
Many DSGE models define the potential
output as the natural level of output, which
would be attainable under flexible prices.
Accordingly, potential growth and the output
gap are calculated based on this natural level of
11
output. The model usually embeds various
adjustment costs, including the “menu” cost,
which deters firms from adjusting their nominal
prices flexibly. Due to these costs, the actual
output may be different from one without these
rigidities.
4
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The DSGE approach tries to obtain the
potential growth as what is implied by the
estimated DSGE model. Thanks to advances in
computation, a number of researchers have
matched the theory-oriented DSGE model with
12
However, in most cases,
the actual data.
potential growth has been given exogenously
by assuming some statistical trends. In recent
years, some researchers have attempted to
estimate the DSGE model including these
13
Graph 4 presents thus obtained
trends.
14
potential growth in Japan.

Despite its attractiveness, the DSGE
approach also has a number of caveats for its
practical usage. For instance, the computational
burden is much heavier than it is with the other
approaches. As discussed in the Box, there is
some chance that estimation results, such as the
smoothness of potential growth, are sensitive to
the specification of the model. This presumably
suggests that the approach is not perfectly
immune to the identification problem discussed
above. Since the approach is still in the early
stages of research, further progress in this field
should resolve some of these problems in the
future.

【Graph 4】DSGE Approach
(year-on-year growth rate, %)
7

4. Recent Decline in Potential Growth

6

Graph 5 redraws the potential growth rates
indicated in Graphs 1 to 4. All of them suggest:
(i) potential growth declined to about one
percent in the latter half of the 1990s from
much higher levels in the latter half of the
1980s; and (ii) after the turn of the millennium,
potential growth rose somewhat, but it fell
again in the last couple of years. According to
studies by international institutions and other
central banks, a decline in potential growth,
albeit to a different degree, has also been
observed recently in other industrial
16
countries.
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In the model, changes in the natural level of
output are incurred by exogenous population
growth as well as various shocks. Among these
shocks, the most relevant shocks for the
analysis of long-run growth are productivity
shocks, of which the model assumes transitory
ones and permanent ones (see Box below). In
the above graph, changes in the natural level of
output generated by permanent productivity
shocks and population growth are shown, since
those generated by transitory shocks, including
transitory productivity shocks, can be ignored
in the long run. This makes the potential growth
rate estimated by the DSGE approach
comparable with those by the other approaches
that seek the long-run trend economic growth
rate.
There are several advantages to the DSGE
approach. First, given the theory-consistency of
the model, researchers can easily trace the
theoretical background of the estimate results.
Second, as a byproduct of estimation, the
confidence intervals of the potential growth rate
15
can be obtained.

【Graph 5】Various Estimates of Potential Growth Rate
(year-on-year growth rate, %)
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Note: Shaded region is the 90% confidential interval around
potential output growth rate estimated by DSGE approach.

The production function approach indicates
that the deceleration in capital accumulation
accounts for the recent decline in potential
growth (Graph 6). This reflects a plunge in
business fixed investment after 2008.
Meanwhile, the TFP has continued to raise
potential growth by about one percentage point
5
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【Graph 7】 Decomposition of Potential Growth Rate
(DSGE Approach)

up to the latest period. As discussed above,
because the TFP is subject to the filtering, there
is increasingly large uncertainty regarding its
estimation toward the end point of the data.
Given an almost free fall of economic activity
from the late 2008 to early 2009, the TFP,
including that of past couple of years, is likely
to be revised downward unless the economy
registers a sharp recovery in the near future to
compensate the large fall during those periods.
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【Graph 6】 Decomposition of Potential Growth Rate
(Production Function Approach)
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Despite all the efforts made by economists,
there is no silver bullet for estimating potential
growth accurately. This is because, given the
limited information of observed data, it is
inherently difficult to identify a long-term trend
and short-tem oscillations, both of which are
unobservable. This is especially so for the latest
observations. Such difficulty further increases
when the economy shows exceptionally large
volatility, as has been the case for the recent
recession. If the level of potential output shifted
downward abruptly, any approaches discussed
in this paper necessarily lag behind to detect it,
to the extent that a change in potential growth
18
is assumed to be smooth.
Substantial uncertainty is associated with the
recent estimates of potential growth. The latest
reading of the potential growth rate can be from
nil to one percent, depending on the approaches
used (Graph 5 above). In light of the 90%
confidence intervals of the DSGE model alone,
the spread of estimates further increases to the
range of zero to two percent. On top of that, the
spread would become wider, if the effects of
data revision and uncertainty with estimation at
the end point of the data were fully taken into
account in calculation of the confidence
intervals. The bottom line for policymakers is
that they should be sure enough about how
unsure the recent estimates of potential growth
and the output gap really are.
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On the other hand, the DSGE approach
suggests that permanent productivity shocks are
mainly responsible for the recent decline in
potential growth (Graph 7). In the DSGE model,
both capital and labor inputs are endogenous
variables and their changes are further traced to
permanent productivity shocks and exogenous
population growth. Following the recent
literature, the estimated DSGE model takes into
account rapid technological progress in the
sector producing investment goods, and hence
permanent productivity shocks can be
decomposed to those for the economy wide and
17
those specific to the investment goods sector.
In Graph 7, both productivity shocks lowered
potential growth. However, to the extent that
the DSGE model faces the identification
problem discussed above, as with the
production function approach, considerable
uncertainty remains regarding the estimation of
these productivity shocks.

6
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BOX: Applying the DSGE approach to Japan’s economy
In Graph 4 in the text, a DSGE model is estimated using Japanese data from 1981Q1 to 2009
Q2. In most respects, the estimated DSGE model follows now-conventional New Keynesian
DSGE models in the literature: it has the forward-looking Phillips curve and IS equation plus the
monetary policy rule; it embeds some rigidity in nominal price and wage setting; and it assumes
that price and wage are marked up owing to monopolistic competition. A main difference comes
from the fact that the estimated potential growth rate at each point of time is endogenously
determined in the model rather than exogenously given as a trend derived by, say, the HodrickPrescott filter.
More specifically, the model assumes two types of productivity shocks: one is permanent and
the other is transitory. Suppose the production function is expressed as
Yt = ( At Z t Lt )α K t1−α ,
where Yt is output, Lt is labor input, K t is capital input, and α is the labor share. At and

Z t are transitory and permanent productivity shocks, respectively, that evolve along the
following dynamics:

log At = (1 − ρ A ) ⋅ log A0 + ρ A ⋅ log At −1 + ε A,t ,

log Z t − log Z t −1 = (1 − ρ Z ) ⋅ g + ρ Z ⋅ (log Z t −1 − log Z t − 2 ) + ε Z ,t ,
where

ρ A , ρ Z , A0 , g are parameters to be estimated and ε A,t , ε Z ,t are error terms. In the

first equation, log At depends on its own lag log At −1 . This implies that log At will become
larger for a while, if there is a positive one-time shock in
level log A0 in the end, as long as

ε A,t , but it will return to the original

ρ A is smaller than unity in the absolute value. Because the

positive effects of At on Yt will die out, this is called a “transitory” shock. On the other hand,
in the second equation, instead of log At , log Z t − log Z t −1 depends on its own lag. As

log At converges to log A0 , log Z t − log Z t −1 converges to g after a positive one-time
shock in ε Z ,t : i.e., log Z t = log Z t −1 + g at the time of convergence. Because of a unit
coefficient on log Z t −1 , Z t permanently takes a higher values once its level is lifted—
nonstationarity in econometrics. Because the positive effects of Z t on Yt will not wane, this is
called a “permanent” shock. As explained in the text, the potential growth rate in Graph 4 is the
sum of effects due to (i) population growth, which is an exogenous component of a change in
labor input, and (ii) a change in permanent productivity shocks, log Z t − log Z t −1 .
The smoothness of the estimated potential growth rate partly depends on the size of

ε Z ,t that is

originally assumed by a researcher—a “prior” in the lexicon of Bayesian econometrics, which is
used for estimating the DSGE model in this paper. If ε Z ,t is assumed to take relatively small
values, log Z t − log Z t −1 tends to become smooth, and vice versa. In the graph, following the
existing studies, a prior on

ε Z ,t is set to be within the plus or minus 0.2 percent range with a

probability of 95 percent. If the range is set as wide as plus or minus 1 percent, the estimated
potential growth rate becomes more volatile, as indicated by “larger prior case” in the following
graph.

7
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【BOX Graph】 Various Estimates of Potential Growth Rate
by DSGE Approach
(year-on-year growth rate, %)
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The estimated potential growth rate also depends on how to specify other parts of the DSGE
model. If the model assumes that markups are subject to some structural shocks, then the potential
growth rate becomes higher in the 1990s and lower in the 2000s (“markup shocks case” in the
same graph). This is presumably because the model attributes the weak price and wage
developments in the 2000s to a shock that lowered the markup ratio rather than to the larger
negative output gap. That is, the potential growth rate should be lower so as to make the output
gap less negative. The opposite force seems to have worked in the 1990s.
The DSGE model assumes the two-sector production structure: the sector producing
consumption goods and that producing investment goods; and each sector is affected by both
transitory and permanent shocks to productivity. Production functions of two sectors are expressed
as:
YC ,t = ( At Z t LC ,t )α K C1−,tα ,

YK ,t = ( At Z t AK ,t Z K ,t LK ,t )α K K1−,αt ,
where subscript C represents the consumption goods sector and subscript K represents the
investment goods sector. At and Zt are the economy-wide transitory and permanent productivity
shocks, and AK,t and ZK,t are the investment goods specific transitory and permanent productivity
shocks, respectively.
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